
Why has the GWU decided not to affiliate tothe UDF? We are committed to supporting anyorganisation, which opposes the constitutionalproposals and the Koornhof Bills, and the UDFwould obviously be primary amongst thoseorganisations. We are also committed to theidea of joint campaigns but we do not see ourway clear to affiliating to the UDF. The firstconcern relates to the structure of thoseorganisations affiliated to the UDF, relative tothe structure of a union. These structures arevery distinct and critically different. Thesecond concern relates to the working classnature of unions relative to the multi-classnature of the UDF and many of theorganisations affiliated to the UDF. 
What are the differences in structure and whydo these differences present an obstacle toaffiliation?Unions have specific structures and one unioncan easily lock into another at all levels in theorganisation. That is not the case with manyof the organisations affiliated to the UDF. Takefor example, the Detainees Parents SupportCommittee, it does not bear any similarity to

the structure of a union. The majority of theseorganisations are organisations of activistsand are referred to as mass-basedorganisations. As we see it, an activistorganisation is essentially a grouping of like-minded individuals who are brought togetherby a common political goal. Their activitiesconsist in propagating their ideas amongst aconstituency, which they themselves define.Activists grouped together in this way, in anorganisation of this sort, have a great deal offreedom to manoeuvre in the extremelyflexible parameters in which they operate.They do not represent members in a strongsense. They propagate ideas amongst a certainconstituency or in a certain area and as suchplay a very important political role. Unions onthe other hand are not organisations ofactivists and union leaders are not activists inthe same sense at all, because they arerepresentatives in the strongest sense. Unionleaders do not claim to represent the views ofthe working class. They represent the views oftheir members. They have to be mandated byworkers in a factory and have to be reasonablysure that the particular workers who havemandated them back up their mandate. Thecritical issue is that a union representative hasto go through a long and very arduous processof receiving mandates and constantly ensuringthat the mandates are backed. Theseconsiderations do not apply to a large numberof the organisations affiliated to the UDF whohave as their legitimate political task, toappeal to the masses ‘out there’. We have asour task the representation of the workersinside our organisation and the painstakingprocess of drawing more and more membersinto the formal and discipline structure of aunion. This is a major reason why we found itdifficult to envisage fitting into the structureof the UDF. 
Could you elaborate on the relationshipbetween a single class organisation such as aunion and a multi-class organisation such as

the UDF? It is not a question of a union being a single-class organisation but rather that a union is aworking class organisation. This means thatthey identify as their source of oppression, thebosses and the state. That has bearing on thequestion of affiliation to the UDF. For onething, we will inevitably be organisations thatincorporate a great diversity of political viewsand affiliations… We do not want to get intoa detailed critique of the UDF as such. But theUDF has to ask itself whether its style andtone, whether the language spoken, whetherthe pace at which it developed, whether itsprogramme, facilitate the fullest participationby working class people. Our members simplydo not feel that way.
There is a lot of talk about the importance ofworking class leadership in national politicalorganisations, what are your views?It is essential that working class individualsoccupy leading positions in national politicalorganisations. It is important because workersmust have a special status in multi-classorganisations. Workers must have theopportunity to lead the pace, style, tone andlanguage, in fact the whole discourse of theorganisation. Democracy in this country isinconceivable without the fullest participationof workers in the national democratic struggle.This is not merely because the working class isthe largest and most muscular group insociety. Simply put, they are the only socialgrouping with a class interest in democracy.Other social classes or social groupings mighthave an interest in relative or partialdemocratisation of society; other individualsmight have a moral interest in a thorough-going democratisation of society. However, theworking class is the one class in society thathas an interest in a proper democratisation ofthe economy and the polity.
The full interview appeared in the November1983 edition of the Bulletin.
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Role of unions in politics The GWU on the UDF
Some controversy

emerged after a number of

unions indicated that they

would support the UDF, but

would not affiliate. The

following is an edited

version of an interview

with the general secretary

of the GWU Dave Lewis.

LB

Former GWU official, Terror Lekota urged unions to affiliate to the UDF.


